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. Oswald t hinself and his activities and background, et cetera. _ aa 

“over at, and wisl furnish it to other officials of the government, .. - 
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The Director advised that he had talked to Katzenbach, o-had a5 

in the. Cswald case. It is Katzenbach's feeling that this report should N 
-include:. everything which may raise a.question in the mind of the public - 
or the nress regarding this matter, including such things as “the-roturn +,~ 
of f the passport to Oswald in Noscow, and the furnishing of money to hin Y 

   

      

. by the State Department for the purpose of returning to the U.S.- If —:<. o 
-+-. the State Department regulations or law required State to do these | Vy 

& things, we should get a copy of the e_law. ope tty Seta ton, pene . 

This report will have to contain anything. of relevance to the ma Jk 
So ease. We should get from the Defense Department Oswald's record end >: .‘.; 
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In other words, this revort is to settle the dust, in so far oe 

that he is the man who assassinated the President, and relative to. - 
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a yi, such tine as the report is finished, Mr. Katzenbach will go 

  

{such as McCone of CIA, the Secretaries of Navy, Defense, and State, 2": 
so that they can look it over and make sure they agree and do not have , 

vany objections. kage. . ba septa eyedtie cis LET 

  

The above change will, “of course, require 1 more time tor the 7 

portion of the report dealing with the assassination attempt and the - 
. evidence gathered to show that Oswald is responsible. This means that 
we will have to carefully check the evidence and Oswald's possessions 
‘that the police 2re now turning over to us, to se LE 5 9G bom : a 
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“Division Five will handle the other part of the report, which 

    

  

be cortain that anything that is put into ‘the report « can be backed us, il 
as it will be subject to minute scrutiny from the press and the’ public. 
For Division Five's part of thé report we should be certain also th-+ 
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wT _ This is a difficult ‘report to prepare, ’ “but we will have to: 
‘concentrate our ‘sull-attention on it in order to produce the desired 

_ results. 

  

      

 


